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Ontario Motor Sales
Ontario Motor Sales is a Chevrolet Cadillac dealership proudly serving the Durham Region for over 
98 years.  We have an immediate requirement for multiple experienced, full-time Sales and Leasing 
Specialist to join our organization. As our business is currently growing, we are looking for both a 
New and a Pre-Owned Sales and Leasing Specialists.  Ontario Motor Sales strives to provide a great 
team-based environment and is actively involved in the community. 

Responsibilities:
•Build strong relationships with guests, assisting them in selecting a vehicle from our extensive 
inventory that meets their needs.
•Conduct sales of vehicles in accordance with OMVIC regulations and dealership procedures with 
the prospect to increase sales volume.
•Ensure all interactions with guests of the dealership are handled in a positive manner.
•Develop an in-depth understanding of our current vehicle inventory and deliver strong product 
knowledge.
•Perform high-quality and professional vehicle demonstrations for guests.
•Follow up on delivered vehicles to ensure guest satisfaction of the highest form.
•Other sales related duties and projects, as requested by management.

What you will bring:
•Previous automotive sales experience.
•Must have a valid Ontario Class ‘G’ Driver’s license.
•Must have a valid OMVIC license.
•Professional conduct demonstrated through self-driven and motivated actions to achieve results.
•Passionate for guest satisfaction.

What we bring:
•A well-established, stable business environment, in a company  that has been a Durham Region 
mainstay since 1923.
•Aggressive pay plan that is commission based but includes a guarantee of a living wage.
•A comprehensive benefit plan. 
•Additional employee benefits - vehicle purchase program - educational assistance programs – car 
allowance program – more.
•Ongoing professional training (product and sales) with experienced management support.
•A supportive and great team environment.

We thank all applicants for their interest, however, only those selected for an interview 
will be contacted. Accommodation will be provided in accordance with AODA. If you require 
accommodations during the recruitment process, please indicate this in advance.

New & Pre-Owned Sales 
and Leasing Specialists


